
Students and teachers from 
Temple City High School                
continue the tradition of the 
annual holiday concert. 
 

BY ALBERT CHEN 

 

At 7:00 PM on                     
Wednesday, December 12,                 
performers from Temple City 
High School entertained a large 
audience at the San Gabriel 
Mission Playhouse with                  
Christmas carols, dancing, and 
orchestral performances.  The 
show, titled “One Magic Christ-
mas,” included performances 
from the Temple City High 
School Concert Choir, Brighter 
Side, Choreo, Festival                     
Orchestra, and Honors                           
Orchestra. 
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Happy New Year! 

Dual Tobacco-Related 

Ordinances Pass 

One ordinance restricts smoking, while the 
other requires tobacco retailers to obtain a 
city permit  

 

BY YINTING HUANG  

The city council has passed two                  
ordinances that would restrict smoking, while 
also requiring tobacco retailers to obtain a city 
permit.  

Ordinances 12-964 and 12-965 were 
passed last month by a 5-0 and 3-2 vote           
respectively.  

Titled the “Second-hand Smoke                  
Control Ordinance,” Ordinance 12-964 bans 
the smoking of tobacco and marijuana products 
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Assistant Editor gives her 
opinion about New Year’s 
Resolutions. 
 

BY NATALIE JIN  

We are all familiar 
with the clichés that follow the 
coming of a new year,                    
promising to break old habits 
and start new ones, hoping to 
inspire change. But are these 
resolutions actually effective, 
or are they yet another noble 
attempt to motive the                        
unmotivated? I sought to           
debunk this mystery this             
winter break. 

After asking the   
opinions of my family, friends 
and colleagues, I was brought 
to the general consensus that 
most people, teenagers and 
adults, do not believe in the 
effectiveness of a New Year‟s 
Resolution. 

A Junior at Temple 
City High School, Michael Ye, 
offered his two-cents when it 
came down to making                    

“Resolutions” on Page 2 

The Tournament of Roses Association kicks off the 
New Year with their 124th Rose Parade with their 
theme celebrating optimism and wondrous journey.  
 

BY PAULINE CHEN  

The 124th Rose Parade presented by Honda 
was held on January 1, 2013 at 8:00AM in Pasadena. 
This year‟s theme is “Oh, the Places You‟ll Go!” which is 
borrowed from the title of Dr. Suess‟ book. The parade‟s 
42 floats will focus on creating a sense of excitement in 

the joy of adventure.  The Grand Marshal, founder of 
Jane Goodall Institute and UN Messenger of Peace, 
was Dr. Jane Goodall.  Every year, the Tournament of 
Roses Association holds interviews for seven spots in 
the Royal Court.   

This year the Rose queen is Vanessa                        
Manjarrez.  Manjarrez, along with six other girls on 
court, rode gracefully in the Macy‟s “Presenting the                
Royal Court” float.  This float featured decorative and 
elegant rose gardens and hedges with seven chairs for 
the court to be seated as 
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ROSE PARADE: Floats from various                
organizations and bands from throughout 
the world parade down the streets of                
Pasadena. 

Photo by Tiffany Kha 
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New Year’s Resolutions Continued From Front Page 

Holiday Concert Continued From Front Page 

resolutions, “ I don‟t like to make a list of what I‟m              
supposed to do at the beginning of a year. Most of the 
time, if not all the time, I end up following another                  
routine and break my resolutions within the first month.” 

Erica Wang, a long time resident of Temple 
City, concurs. She says, “ I make plans that I want to 
follow, but by the end of the year, I‟ve done something 
different. The year is too fluid for me to make any long 
term resolutions.” 

When it comes down to it, those I have asked, it 
seems like the general consensus is that most people 
dislike the stereotype that New Year‟s Resolutions have 
become. 

On that note, I‟d like to agree. Resolutions and 
an opportunity to better or habits or lifestyle should not 
be limited just to New Years, as it so seems to be. Goal 
setting should be something that is kept up with and 
updated regularly. Change is inevitable in our lives, and 
as we accomplish old goals, new ones should be set to 
the ebb and flow of our lives. 

 However, keep in mind that goals aren‟t                          
accomplished by merely setting them. They can‟t be 
wished into existence, and accomplishing them is an 
arduous journey. But take a leap and step forth into the 
expedition: make a resolution, New Years, or not.  

 

The performers put on festive performances full 
of holiday cheer.  Including classic songs such as “O 
Holy Night,” “Fa La La La La,” and “Sleigh Ride.”  The 
show also included other acts such as a performance of 
a medley from “The King And I” and a “Led Zeppelin 
Medley.”   

Also included was a humorous act by three 
TCHS teachers, performing the song “Christmas Don‟t 
be Late” from the movie The Chipmunks.   

A large audience of about 800 people attended 
the show.  Overall, the show was a success and              

delighted the audience. 

“I just like the 
whole program                   
because everyone gets 
the spotlight,” said                
senior orchestra                
performer Florence Liu, 
“I think variety is very 
important, It‟s a good 
mix.” 

Viewers and 
performers                    
commented on the 
enthusiasm and 
skill of the TCHS 
performing arts 
department. 

“It was a really 
fun showcase of 
Temple City High 
School‟s talents,” said Senior Kevin Lin, “I really 
enjoyed it, and it was great to see my peers                  
perform.  The Choreo performance was especially 
exciting!” 

A raffle was also held at the show, with a prize 
of an annual pass to the Disneyland California   
Adventure Park.  The producer of the show was 
Matt Beyers, and the orchestra was conducted by 
Bert Ferntheil. 

This week’s comic strip was designed by Adrienne Vong. 

e

e

Holiday Concert: Sign for 
Holiday Concert outside the 
venue.   

Photo by Tony Wong 
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from varying locations in                     
Temple City. 

The new law would            
prevent smoking within 20 feet of 
the following areas: city property,                 
outdoor public events and dining 
areas, public transit stops,       
enclosed common areas of                
multi-unit residential housing, and 
schools.  

Additionally, 12-964 gives 
the city the ability to enforce the      
tobacco control regulations, as 
well as allows for civil suits to be 
filed against violators, according 
to a staff report dated December 
4, 2012.  

The second ordinance, 
the “Tobacco Retailer Permit   
Ordinance” requires those who 
sell tobacco, tobacco products, or 
tobacco paraphernalia to obtain a 
city permit.  

“The proposed ordinance 
authorizes „compliance                 
monitoring‟ to allow the city and 
the Los Angeles Sheriff‟s                  
Department to investigate all  
tobacco retailers to ensure their 

compliance with local, state, and 
federal laws,” a staff report 
states.  

Violations of 12-965 
could result in administrative 
fines to the temporary banning of 
those not in compliance.  

“[The] fee would be used 
to offset underage tobacco                   
retailing,” Public Safety and                
Services Manager Robert                   
Sahagun said on December 4.  

While 12-964 was               
unanimously approved, the               
tobacco retailer permit ordinance 
received a 3-2 vote, with                
Councilmembers Blum and            
Vizcarra dissenting.  

Ordinances 12-964 and 
12-965 have become law, though 
both are scheduled to take effect 
on July 1.  

For more information 
about the new ordinances,                
contact City Hall at                                  
(626) 285-2171.  

 

 

they passed by the                     
audience.  The Rose Bowl 
Game presented by Vizio 
was between the Stanford 
Cardinals and the                         
Wisconsin Badgers with 
Stanford winning the Rose 
Bowl trophy.   

Along with the 
game, there were a               
number of bands in the 
Rose Parade including the 
David High Marching Band 
from Kaysville Utah and the 
Bands of American Honor 
Band from Indianapolis, 
Indiana.   

The opening float 
of the parade was a 100 
foot-long American Honda 
“Follow Your Dreams” float 
which explored a child‟s 

imagination and featured a 
slide running across the 
float.   

Another float was 
the Farmers Insurance 
“The Love Float” with a 
bride and groom on top of 
a ornate egg centered            
between two angels, one 
playing a trumpet, the other 
strumming the harp.  The 
parade stopped as the  
couple‟s wedding                  
broadcasted across the 
nation. 

The floats were 
made on a volunteer basis 
with thousands of                        
volunteers working around 
to clock to finish the floats.  

“I've worked on 
them [floats] before so I 

know just 
how much work goes into 
making them look so      
beautiful,” said Senior             
Mariah Tomason, “It's also 
really fun to see all the new 
creative things they come 
up with.”  

Other volunteers 
who participated in the     
Student Ambassador                
Program are high school 
volunteers who act as the 
Tournament‟s community 
outreach.  These students 
spend there time                         
volunteering at events like 
Bandfest, float decorating, 
and post parade.   

“I liked volunteering 
with students from other 
schools and making new 

friends,” said Student                 
Ambassador Kanani          
Driebus, “I enjoyed talking 
to visitors from different 
states who were there to 
visit the floats and who had 
never seen anything like 
them before.” 

Rose by rose,                
volunteers make this                  
phenomenal event possible 
with the amount of time 
and effort they put in. 
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THE WEEKLY CALENDAR 

JANUARY 12 

CAMELLIA FESTIVAL PLAY DAY 

L IVE OAK PARK COMMUNITY CENTER 

9 TO 11:45 A.M. 

 

JANUARY 15 

CITY COUNCIL MEETING 

COUNCIL CHAMBERS AT 7:30 P.M. 

 

JANUARY 17 

TC COUNCIL PTA BOARD MTG 

DISTRICT OFFICE 

7 P.M. 

 

JANUARY 18 

TCHS DANCE CONCERT 

SAN GABRIEL PLAYHOUSE 

7 P.M. 

 

FEBRUARY 2 

LUNAR NEW YEAR CELEBRATION 

TEMPLE CITY PARK 
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I have always considered myself to be a very 
environmentally friendly person. I don‟t drive when I 
can walk, I recycle my water bottles, and I am                         
conscious of my water usage. However, recently I 
discovered that one of my daily routines has been 
contributing to a major environmental pollution                   
problem. 

It‟s the act of washing my face. 

The task seems innocent enough. I even turn 
off the tap in between! However, each day the act 
releases hundreds and perhaps even thousands of 
pollutants down the drain. Why is that? 

Blame the micro-beads. 

You have probably heard of or tried a face 
wash or body wash with these tiny spheres before. 
Many products claim that they help exfoliate, smooth, 
and encourage regeneration in your skin. And the 
truth is, they are quite efficient at scrubbing away 
dead skin cells and leaving the skin clean and            
refreshed.  

Most people are satisfied with this result, and 
never stop to wonder what happens after the product 
is washed away. 

I was one of these people, until I recently 
learned that these miracle-working micro-beads are 
actually balls of plastic. And they present a huge 
threat to marine animals. 

With the increasing popularity of exfoliating 
beauty products, the numbers of these microscopic 
particles have multiplied in the ocean. Some have 
humorously called them “mermaid tears”. However, 
the impact of these polluting beads is no joking                   
matter. Because of their tiny size, they cannot be 
filtered out by sewage treatment plants, and they all 
end up in the open sea.  Scientists now say that in 
some areas, these plastic beads are more abundant 
than plankton. 

This statement stands out to me. How can an 
ecosystem be healthy if the very bottom of the food 
chain is being overwhelmed and replaced by harmful 
substances? It is well-known that plastic is not                   
biodegradable, and can remain in the environment 
for decades, even centuries. This is not a substance 
that we want in our oceans. Unknowing animals 
would swallow these micro-beads, possibly mistaking 
them for food, and end up dying from indigestion and 
malnutrition. 

Fortunately, now the issue of microplastics 
has come to the attention of the public. One                             
organization, known as the Plastic Soup Foundation, 
which quizzes all mainstream cosmetic companies 
on their use of plastic particles such as microbeads. 
There's even a phone application, called Beat the 
Micro Bead, that helps environmentally-conscious 
shoppers on the go. Recently, Unilever, the company 
that produces famous personal care brands such as 
Dove, St. Ives, and Axe, has agreed to phase out 
their use of plastic microbeads by 2015. 

If you want to join the movement but don‟t 
want to part with your exfoliating products, don‟t         
worry. There are always traditional methods such as 
loofahs, brushes and pumice stones, or you can look 
for alternative ingredients such as crushed apricot 
kernel, jojoba, salt, sugar and sand. I know I will pick 
up a sugar scrub the next time around. 
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